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Downsides of very rapid economic growth
How do development intervenCons unfold in complex, diverse, risk prone urban
transiConal spaces?
OpportuniCes for pathways to sustainability that protect the health and
livelihoods of an increasing number of urban and peri-urban residents.

No previous experience of how development
interventions will unfold in this context
Rapid growth amidst increasing inequality
• AdministraCve ambiguity
• ContestaCon over land use and other resources
• Increasing social exclusion & access deﬁcit
• Increasing environmental degradaCon
• Informality
• InnovaCon – potenCal for transformaConal change
MulCple ‘hidden’ interacCons, transacCons, ﬂows of risk and
opportunity, synergies and trade-oﬀs

‘Sustainable’ Urbanisation
‘Sustainable’ urbanisaCon & resilient city agendas/goals are now prevalent but planning & implementaCon is neither straighWorward or necessarily posiCve
for enhanced environmental integrity and social jusCce.

Through our own lens ‘sustainable’ urbanisation
involves enhanced environmental integrity and
social justice: there is great potential for
transformational change but multiple barriers..
• Lack of understanding of local dynamics and the interacCng
biophysical and social processes involved
• Fragmented policy development
• CompeCng sustainability goals
• Unequal power relaCons
• Lack of eﬀecCve parCcipaCon of key stakeholders in decision
making processes

Long history of research by the team on urban/
peri-urban food systems in Delhi & Varanasi
• Extensive ﬁeld studies on nature, extent and signiﬁcance of urban
and peri-urban agriculture (Delhi & Varanasi) to diverse livelihoods
• Understanding hidden interacCons between development
intervenCons, environmental degradaCon, food systems and
livelihoods
• IdenCfying criCcal gaps and entry points for local intervenCons and
policy impact.
• Building interdisciplinary, problem focused, research and policy
advocacy teams. OpportuniCes and barriers for collaboraCons for
sustainability.

Long history of research into ‘hidden’ interactions
between urban development – environment and livelihoods
& health in urban food systems
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Indian project partners
Banaras Hindu University, Botany Department; Jawaharlal Nehru
University, Environmental Sciences Dept.
Imperial College at Wye, Agricultural Economics Research Centre,
Delhi University; BHU Agricultural Economics Dept.
Delhi University, Geography Dept. (BHU medical school)
National Institute of Urban Affairs
Indian Council for Agricultural Research/Indian Agricultural Research
Institute, Environmental Sciences Dept. Government agric Extension
Officials; National Capital Region Planning Board.
Society for Environment, Ecology and Development; Society for
Heritage Planning and Environmental Health Varanasi; RMSI, TERI,
New Delhi
Srishti/Toxics Link; Centre for Science and Environment.
Development Tracks , International Institute for Environment and
Development (London), Friends Varanasi (with medical school and
local health care providers)
Sharan, Action Aid,

Extensive use of wastewater for irrigation
Examples from Varansi, Uttar Pradesh, India

Lohta – Varanasi: mixed eﬄuent in open drain used for irrigaNon

Contamination levels in crops (Varanasi)
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Plethora of Unrecognised Environment-HealthDevelopment interactions
•

Challenges are context speciﬁc and o_en linked to informal pracCces

•

Lack of an environmental health research and policy agenda (and
associated interdisciplinary capacity)

•

Environment and health policy tends to be reacCve as acute problems
emerge. A`empts to ‘clean up’

•

But the drivers of the problem lie in development strategies.
Environment, Health and mulCple social jusCce concerns are not
integrated into these related policy streams

•

Neither is the capacity to adapt and respond to emergent challenges

In current STEPS work we are particularly
interested in…
How risk and uncertainty is understood in (and in relaCon to) transiConal spaces?
Emphasis in formal policy development and planning in controlling a limited number of
‘known’ environmental health risks – with selected knowledge in decision making.
The need to build in the capacity to be adapCve, to respond to emergent challenges and
potenNal soluNons from complex urban dynamics?
–
–
–

mulCple interacCons and temporal and spaCal scales to consider
Hidden Flows of risk & opportuniCes between the urban and peri-urban
DiﬀerenCal impacts on communiCes

What are the implicaCons of a`empts to constrain informality in ‘development’
intervenCons in transiConal spaces?
Urban governance and forms of parCcipaCon in decision making.

Choice of case studies for our current
STEPs project
•

Increasing number of mainstream development intervenCons proposed to
enhance food, water, energy security or improve the urban environment - sCll fail
to recognise ways in which they may be undermining key sustainability goals

•

We chose to build upon previous urban/peri-urban research and wider
stakeholder engagement acCviCes by the team in Delhi

•

Through current topical case studies, where policy processes are sCll unfolding, we
seek to understand the reasons for this and the implicaCons for environmental
health and social jusCce

•

Can exisCng policy processes be re-cast through a sustainabilty lens? (enhanced
environmental health and social jusCce)

RUAF/IWMI, JNU, BHU COLLABORATION

Municipal Solid Waste (MSW)
Pathways
Pathway – a self reinforcing trajectory of change
• Dominant pathway: centralisaNon and privaNsaNon of
waste collecCon and management services. PPP
arrangements to promote the incineraCon of waste
through waste to energy plants
• AlternaCve pathway visions and aspects of pathway
propose decentralisaNon, enhanced recycling, diﬀerent
types of engagement with the informal sector.

“Removing the waste is our priority. The land ﬁlls are overloaded – there is no
other opCon to consider”. Municipal Corpora-on of Delhi
“We can clean our ciCes by scienCﬁcally disposing of solid waste and
generaCng electricity and at the same Cme, help reduce the large electricity deﬁcit
in the country”. Chairperson ICRIER
“We don’t decide the technology. It is the investor who is interested to set up a project
explores the technology. We only evaluate it”. Ministry of New and Renewable Energy

Concerns and opposition to the privatisation of urban
waste management and incineration of waste ....
“Indian waste is not suitable for incineraCon”
“Highly toxic pollutants such as dioxins are not being monitored or controlled”
“Waste that should be recycled is being incinerated”

‘’waste to Energy Plants in Delhi destroying Waste Picker
Livelihoods and harming the environment”

Research Questions
• 1. The dominant pathway. What processes are involved in the
prioriCsaCon of parCcular environmental management opCons and
technological intervenCons; speciﬁcally, what types of
environmental health issues are formally recognised, which remain
unrecognized, how and why?
• 2. Winners and Losers. Who gains and who loses from current
intervenCons? How do people’s understandings compare with
those of local service providers and oﬃcials?
• 3. Possible AlternaNve Pathways. If environmental health and
social jusCce are to remain central to waste management strategies
- what alternaCve waste management scenarios, insCtuConal and
regulatory arrangements, as well as forms of ciCzen acCon, are
emergent.

METHODOLOGY

help appreciate alternative pathways
A: ENGAGE ACTORS

B: EXPLORE FRAMINGS
Links to DRIVERS for
particular dominant
pathways and possible
alternatives.

phenomena under scruNny
(all key aspects of pathways)
• “systems” and “contexts”
• “scales” and “levels”
• “actors” and “networks”

APPRECIATE
alternaNve
PATHWAYS

• “values” and “interests”
• “frames” and “narraCves”
• “causes” and “eﬀects”
• “knowledges”
• “posiCves” and “negaCves”
• “structures” and “agents”
• “acCons” and “reacCons”

D: REVEAL POLITICAL
ACTIONS

C CHARACTERISE DYNAMICS
Power and politics
Implications of dominant
pathway

Key phases of the case studies
PHASE 1
• Map relevant policies, actors and policy process – engage
actors
• Understand how and why the current way of doing things
(the dominant pathway) has evolved and is maintained
(framings, knowledge, power, poliCcs, how risk & uncertainty
dealt with).
• What possible alternaCve pathway visions exist?
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Diverse noCons of systems:
Waste – ﬂows of resource/ﬂows of risk/
Urban and rural interacCons vs peri-urban degradaCon an inevitable cost of
development.
Very diverse sustainability values and narraCves
Social jusCce & environmental perspecCve rarely come together

1960s
&
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• Promotion of
MSW
Composting

1975

MoEF + CPCB +
Municipalities =
Prepared a Master
Plan for MSW using
appropriate
technology

• HighPower
Committee

FICCI –
Background
paper on Solid
Waste
Management

Workshop for
formulation of
National
Programme

•National Waste Management
Council (NWMC)

1990

•MoUD + NEERI = Strategy
Paper
•MoUD + CPHEEO = Policy
Paper on disposal

1994

Panning
Commission – Bajaj
Committee for
waste management

• Surat
Plague

1995

Ministry of NonRenewable Energy
– National
Programme of
Energy Recovery
from Urban
Waste

• PIL in Supreme Court (SC) by Almitra H. Patel
1996

2000
ü Municipal Solid
Waste (Management
& Handling) Rules
ü MSW Manual

1998

1999

• SC Constituted 8 member expert committee
(Asim Burman, Chairman)

• Solid Waste Management in Class 1 Cities in
India
• SC directed MoEF to formulate MSW Rules
• MoUD constituted a Technology Advisory
Group (TAG) under SC directives

Key phases of the case studies
PHASE 2
Characterising Dynamics - Understand the impacts of the current dominant
pathway in terms of environment, health and social jusCce - from the perspecCve
of a wide range of stakeholders
• Winners/losers: Which kinds of health are protected and recognised and which
are made invisible? How does this diﬀer with alternaCve pathways? Look at
ﬂows of risk.
• ImplicaCons of unacknowledged informality and privaCsaCon/centralisaCon
focus. What are the shocks and stresses that emerge? How does this diﬀer with
alternaCve pathways?
What characterisNcs will enhance or reduce the potenNal for parNcular
pathways to be responsive to emergent environmental health and social jusNce
concerns?

Key phases of the empirical
case studies
PHASE 3
• Wide range of informaCon sources (and methods) will contribute to a
‘recasCng ‘of current policy – what addiConal issues/perspecCves/
quesCons would be included in the policy process if environmental health
and social jusCce were to remain a central concern?
•

Use recasCng framework alongside other tools to enhance the debate and
widen appreciaCon of alternaCve pathways.

Aim NOT to present deﬁniCve soluCons – but to provoke interest and
enhance capacity to ask criCcal quesCons, and to support means of
deliberaCon to appreciate possible alternaCve development and
environmental management pathways.

Our ongoing impact activities
include
• Bringing together diverse interest groups in public meeCngs,
workshops, community gatherings – resident welfare associaCons,
private waste companies, municipal corporaCon of Delhi, waste
pickers associaCons
• ConCnuing to evolve a new framework for urban waste
management through a ‘sustainability’ lens. Joining environmental
and social jusCce concerns.
• Input at criCcal moments in policy and implementaCon planning –
e.g formal objecCons to proposed changes in the MSW rules
• Awareness raising of the wider public through ‘ﬂows of risk
campaign’ (street plays, ﬁlm etc..).

•

Ground realiCes/community perspecCves/lessons from elsewhere expose
mulCple unacknowledged ﬂows of waste, risk, uncertainty and opportunity

•

We have idenCﬁed 8 fundamental issues that need to be formally recognised in
order to underpin the design of policy processes to support the building of more
adapCve and sustainable waste management pathways

•

These are supported and elaborated by our ongoing research and inputs from
diverse stakeholders

•

..and will conCnue to be discussed as we develop speciﬁc examples of rethinking
urban environmental management iniCaCves through a sustainability lens

1. Waste is not just an environmental policy issue as currently dealt with by
government agencies – there is a need to engage seriously with dynamic processes of
urbanisaCon and planning.
2. A dominant pathway is being carved out on the basis of something that doesn’t
exist. Waste ﬂows are far more complex than the formal recogniNon of the system
suggests.
20% recycled through the informal sector
Waste is not just about material ﬂows but complex social material ﬂows
3. Environmental health and social jusCce challenges are distributed throughout the
waste chain. There is a need to recognise that centralised technologies may
exacerbate some of these.
4. PrivaNsaNon doesn’t replace the informal sector – new conﬂicts between formal
and informal are created & opportuniCes overlooked.

5.MulNple opNons for decentralisaNon are possible alongside centralised approaches.
(e.g. waste collecCon/decentralised composCng)
6.IncenNve schemes could support more sustainable opNons – currently only support
private sector stakeholders & sole technological ‘soluCons’.
7.MulCple schemes for peoples parCcipaCon in urban development decision making
have failed – but there are possibiliNes for construcNve engagements in policy
making, planning, implementaNon and review.
8. Urban environmentalism and social jusCce movements oﬀer key insights into
possible alternaCve waste management pathways – but are o_en divergent.

Waste to Energy Plant at Okhla
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Ø Appropriate Technologies, R&D
Ø Financial Resource and Private Sector
Participation
Ø Capacity Building Human Resource,
Information and Communication

• CAG Report on waste management – ‘polluter pay’ principle
• In response, MoEF constituted R. H. Khwaja Committee for
developing a roadmap – committee suggested ‘environmentally
sound waste management’ + environmental and health impact
• National Urban Sanitation Policy
• Dept. of Economic Aﬀairs (MoF) – PosiCon Paper on Solid Waste in India –
Private Sector ParNcipaNon

• NaConal Mission on Sustainable Habitat
• A. K. Mehta commi`ee report on standards for MSW

• JNNURM Toolkit for Solid Waste Management
• 3R Approach
• Comparisons among various treatment Technologies including WTE

•
•

InternaConal Push – UNDP/GEF project on energy recovery from waste.
NaConal IniCaCve by Ministry of Non-Renewal Energy through PPP.

Process of WTE in Delhi
• Private players (IL&FS) pushed the idea of WTE in 2004/05 to the MCD
• Later Jindals were selected through bidding for BOOT (Biuld-own-operatetransfer) operaCon
• IncenCves – Free Land, Tipping fee, Financial Support from MNRE, Carbon
Credit
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“With the increasing westernizaCon, WTE plants would be successful in Indian
ciCes because of changing consumpCon pa`erns, decreasing moisture content in
waste and increasing caloriﬁc value” (Senior ScienCst, DPCC)
“More technologies would be required if single technology is not capable of
handling this kind of waste. If a single technology is available which handles waste
and also gives you power, then I don’t think anything else is required” (DGM,
Jindal Ecopolis)
“I have been to the Okhla plant in Delhi. There is no polluCon, and in fact there is
no space for the air inside the plant to go outside. You can see the smoke of
cigare`e but you can’t see any smoke in the chimneys” (Director, MNRE)
“By encouraging WTE, the government can kill two birds with one stone. We can
clean our ciCes by scienCﬁcally disposing solid waste and generaCng electricity and
at the same Cme help reduce the large electricity deﬁcit in the
country” (Chairperson, ICRIER)

“The demerit of such technology is that air polluCon can never be avoided even in highly
sophisCcated plants. The addiConal cost of the complete polluCon control systems is
about 30 percent of the power plant cost, which makes it ﬁnancially una`racCve to the
already high investment system” (Professor, Dept of Civil Engineering, JMI)
“These plants should not be in the vicinity of any residenCal colony. It should be far away
from any habitaCon. It is simple - if there is no space in Delhi, then there should not be
any WTE plant in the city” (President, Sukhdev Vihar RWA)
“A_er all the three WTE plants in Delhi are operaConal, given their proposed capacity they
would require 7500 MT of waste every day. No recyclables would be le_ for waste pickers.
There would be a major impact on the livelihood of 300000 informal waste pickers of
Delhi.” (Chintan, Lokadhikar)
“Why is burning waste the most important thing? We sCll don’t have infrastructure to
regulate these toxic emissions, which are criCcal. Why can’t we focus on recycling and
composCng as a means to tackle the problem of waste management?” (Director, Toxics
Link)

• Interplay between formal and informal flows of waste
• EH risks across the waste chain – flows between
different types of pollution from community bin to waste
treatment plant and landfill sites
• Social risks beyond the issue of livelihood of waste
pickers

Official Perspective Vs Ground Realities
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•
•

Garbage keeps rotting in the dumpsite for 3-4 days
Burning of waste

•
•

Leachate generated from landfills percolates to the groundwater or
flows to nearby drains.
Groundwater quality study near Gazipur Landfill shows concentration of
various physico-chemical parameters including heavy metal (Cd, Cr,
Cu, Fe, Ni, Pb and Zn) and micro-biological parameters (total coliform
(TC) and faecal coliform (FC) [Mor, Ravindra, Dahiya & Chandra, 2006]

A report of the six member committee headed by CPCB on
the direction of NGT suggests that dioxins and furan levels
are 26 times more than permissible limits (May 2013).
• People in the vicinity of plant started having health problems
such as sleeplessness, headache, breathlessness.
•

•

Lack of recognition of other kinds of waste flows contrary to the
official perspective.

•

Instead of reducing risk, the dominant pathway is redistributing risk –
for example
- lack of formal arrangement of waste collection in unauthorised
colonies & slums
- waste flowing back to the city in different forms

Cooperative of Waste pickers in Ahmadabad

Urban Informal Economy Board – recognition of informal workers. Helps in
enhancing skills. Gets facilities under different schemes related to health etc.

Decentralised waste management practices – Composting (Pune)

Decentralised waste management practices – Composting (Pune)

Decentralised waste management practices – Biogas
Plant (Pune)

These existing alternative practices cover only certain aspects of
sustainability, as also have failed to expand/upscale because despite
innovation by some municipality there is no recognition or initiative
at the state or national level. The is no support because thinking is
completely bounded by MSW Rules.
The MSW Rules outline the following:
•

Responsibility of agencies dealing with different aspects of MSW

•

Guidelines for dealing with waste collection, segregation, transportation,
treatment and disposal

•

Prescribing standards for treatment and disposal of waste

•

Encouragement to private players

•

Vague mention of waste pickers

•

Inclusion of WTE technology without any specification of type of
technology associated emission standards

•

Modification of waste disposal standards - Vadose water, lysimeter and
methane levels have been removed

1. Waste is not just an environmental policy issue as currently dealt with by
government agencies – there is a need to engage seriously with dynamic processes of
urbanisaCon and planning.
2. A dominant pathway is being carved out on the basis of something that doesn’t
exist. Waste ﬂows are far more complex than the formal recogniNon of the system
suggests.
20% recycled through the informal sector
Waste is not just about material ﬂows but complex social material ﬂows
3. Environmental health and social jusCce challenges are distributed throughout the
waste chain. There is a need to recognise that centralised technologies may
exacerbate some of these.
4. PrivaNsaNon doesn’t replace the informal sector – new conﬂicts between formal
and informal are created & opportuniCes overlooked.

5.MulNple opNons for decentralisaNon are possible alongside centralised approaches.
(e.g. waste collecCon/decentralised composCng)
6.IncenNve schemes could support more sustainable opNons – currently only support
private sector stakeholders & sole technological ‘soluCons’.
7.MulCple schemes for peoples parCcipaCon in urban development decision making
have failed – but there are possibiliNes for construcNve engagements in policy
making, planning, implementaNon and review.
8. Urban environmentalism and social jusCce movements oﬀer key insights into
possible alternaCve waste management pathways – but are o_en divergent.

